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Agile Business Analysis Certification

Master the role of Agile Business Analyst
with AgileBA training and certification
Business Analysts play a crucial role in projects,
through analysis of the organization’s needs and
the alignment of business projects to those
needs.

Based on the Agile Business Consortium’s well-established
Agile Project Framework, the guidance gives context to
the Business Analyst role beyond the individual project, in
relation to organizational mission and strategy, and provides
additional depth and guidance for the Business Analyst role.

Introducing an agile approach has a significant impact on the
role of the Business Analyst, on their existing skills and their
way of working. Whilst traditional skills are still valuable, new
skills and ways of working need to be adopted to harness
the benefits of a new way of working and to appreciate the
different relationships with co-workers and stakeholders.

Training and certification enables business analysis
professionals to develop their understanding and proficiency
in adopting and applying the AgileBA guidance, providing:

AgileBA guidance offers useful, practical and
comprehensive guidance on the role of the Business
Analyst working in an agile way (the Agile Business
Analyst).

çç Knowledge and understanding of the AgileBA role
and responsibilities;

çç Context to the role beyond the individual project, in
relation to organizational mission and strategy;

çç Additional depth, guidance and techniques for the
Business Analyst role.

Approved training courses are available globally via APMG’s global
network of accredited training providers.

Further Information

Qualifications available:

çç FOUNDATION (multiple-choice)
çç PRACTITIONER (objective-testing)

Who is it for?
AgileBA guidance, training and certification are designed to benefit a wide range
of roles operating in an agile environment, including Business Analysts, Change
Analysts, Project Managers, Scrum Product Owners/Managers, Systems Analysts
and Agile Developers.

Find out more online at: apmg-international.com/AgileBA

You may also be interested in:

çç AgileDS™
çç AgilePgM
çç AgilePM
çç Change Management
çç DASA certification
çç Stakeholder Engagement
®

®

Professional certifications designed to help individuals
and their organizations perform more effectively.
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